Guidance on Content Types

Publications.
You can record any publication outputs from your research in this section, for your personal use (for example to add to your CV). However funding organisations have provided the following guidance for outputs you attribute to grants/awards.
Tell us about: all research-related publications that were published or accepted and in which you or members of your research group were named authors. If your funder has asked that you provide details of any significant unpublished work, then you can also enter these here.

• Collaborations & Partnerships.
You can record any details about collaborations and partnerships in this section, for your personal use (for example to add to your CV). However, funding organisations have provided the following guidance for outputs you attribute to grants/awards.
Tell us about:
- Bi-lateral or multi-lateral partnerships
- Agreement to participate in a network, consortium, multi-centre study or other initiative
- Changes in the status of collaborations previously reported (e.g. collaborations that are no longer active)
Do not tell us about:
- Collaboration or partnerships at an early stage of discussion where there has been no tangible output as yet
- Details of collaboration or partnership that are restricted by contractual confidentiality

• Further Funding.
You can record details about additional funding you have obtained in this section for your personal use (for example for adding to your CV). However note that funding organisations have provided the following guidance for outputs you attribute to grants/awards.
IMPORTANT - Do not report further funding for any awards that you are being asked to report on using Researchfish as a PI.
Tell us about:
- Funding awards/grants from organisations that are not participating in Researchfish;
- Scholarships, studentships and fellowships
- Travel awards
Do not tell us about:
- Financial contributions already entered into the collaborations/partnerships section.
- Financial contributions from collaborating partners, or sub-contracts (this is entered in the collaborations section)
- Funding arising from grants/awards displayed on screen under "my awards"
• **Next Destination and Recruitment.**

You can record any details about staff that have left your group in this section. Note that funding organisations have provided the following guidance for outputs you attribute to grants/awards.

*Tell us about:*
- Staff that are no longer with your team, where their salaries were wholly or partly funded by grants listed under “my awards”
- Details of the next destination, where known, for staff that have left - whatever the reason for leaving
- Students whose stipend was met by grants listed under “my awards”

*Do not tell us about:*
- Secondments (secondments into or out of your group should be entered in the collaborations section)
- People who have changed role, but remained in your group (e.g. promotions)

• **Engagement Activities.**

You can record any details of activities that have engaged audiences other than exclusively your scientific peers in this section. Note that funding organisations have provided the following guidance for outputs you attribute to grants/awards.

*Tell us about:*
- Activities supported by you or a member of your research group
- Activities that relate specifically to funding listed under “my awards”
- Recurring activities (but only report them once)

*Do not tell us about:*
- Activities that were based on science or research in general
- Activities not specifically related to the research funding you are reporting against

• **Influence on Policy, Practice, Patients & the Public.**

You can record details about your influence on policy in this section. Note that funding organisations have provided the following guidance for outputs you attribute to grants/awards.

In this section, your funders would like to capture details of any significant impact on policy or education that has been realised as a result of your research. This should not be limited to direct impacts on health policy. Research that has impacted on policy areas that affect society and the economy, such as housing, transport and schools should also be reported here.

*Tell us about:*
- Policy/practice influenced at local, regional, national or international level
- Influence on all policy areas that affect society and the economy
- Significant influences on clinical reviews, clinical guidelines, systematic reviews and policy documents (e.g. shaping recommendations)
- Training developments (including courses and course material)
- Membership of and participation in advisory committees and/or government reviews
Do not tell us about:
- Training developments for undergraduate courses

• **Research Materials (Tools, Methods & Databases).**
  You can record details of any new research materials, methods or tools arising from your research in this section, for your personal use (for example for adding to your CV). Note that funding organisations have provided the following guidance for outputs you attribute to grants/awards.
  This section is to capture the development of new research materials that are making a significant difference to your research, or to the research of others. This section is not intended to list details of materials that could be generated in any well found laboratory, but those materials that make new lines of enquiry possible.
  **Tell us about:**
  - Research materials (including transgenic animal models) that have arisen directly from work funded by awards listed under “my awards”, and that have supported new lines of enquiry
  **Do not tell us about:**
  - Research materials not generated by your group as a direct result of this award, or obtained from other sources including collaborators.

• **Intellectual Property & Licensing.**
  You can record details of intellectual property that has arisen from your research in this section, for your personal use (for example for adding to your CV). Note that funding organisations have provided the following guidance for outputs you attribute to grants/awards.
  You may have reported details of outputs under Research Materials (Tools, Methods & Databases) for which details of intellectual property protection should be recorded here. However do consult with your local technology transfer experts if you are unsure whether any details can be disclosed publicly.
  **Tell us about:**
  - Patents that have been published, granted or allowed to lapse
  - Discoveries that have been licensed to others
  - Changes to the status of intellectual property previously reported
  **Do not tell us about:**
  - Patents filed, but not yet published
  - Spin-out companies (report these in the section called: 'Impacts on the Private Sector')
  - Any details of discoveries that should remain confidential

• **Development of Products or Interventions.**
  You can record details about products and interventions developed or under development in this section, for your personal use (for example for adding to your CV). Note that funding organisations have provided the following guidance for outputs you attribute to grants/awards.
If you need help in selecting the appropriate types or stages of product development, refer to the guidance sheet accessible here.

**Tell us about:**
- Drugs and vaccines
- Diagnostic tests, biomarkers and diagnostic imaging techniques
- Medical devices
- Surgical interventions
- Public health interventions
- Any other products that are, or are likely to be marketed/distributed to a wider audience.
- Changes to the status of products and interventions previously reported.

**Do not tell us about:**
- Products or interventions that have not been made public, or cannot be disclosed prior to protection of intellectual property

- **Impacts on the Private Sector.**
  You can record details of any link between your research and the growth or establishment of private for profit, or not for profit organisations in this section, for your personal use (for example for adding to your CV). Note that funding organisations have provided the following guidance for outputs you attribute to grants/awards.
  
  **Tell us about:**
  - New private organisations (whether for profit or not-for-profit) established in part as a result of your research (e.g. spin outs)
  - Existing private organisations (whether for profit or not-for-profit) where the strategy and/or turnover has developed directly as an output from your research award/grants that you are reporting to
  - Changes in the status of private sector organisations previously reported (e.g. if they have merged, expanded, been acquired or dissolved).

  **Do not tell us about:**
  - Details that are restricted under contractual confidentiality

- **Awards & Recognition.**
You can record details of any awards or other types of recognition received by you, or members of your research group in this section, for your personal use (for example for adding to your CV). Note that funding organisations have provided the following guidance for outputs you attribute to grants/awards.

Enter details of any significant award made to you, or members of your team, in recognition of your funded research. Only record information on regional, national or European/international-level awards. Do not include personal pay awards or promotions here, or institution-specific awards.

**Tell us about:**
- Significant awards, honours, appointments or other forms of recognition
- Awards or appointments made at a regional level or above
- Invitations to conferences where you or a member of your team were individually named as a speaker or keynote speaker
- Research prizes or medals awarded to you or a member of your team
- Membership or fellowship of learned society
- Appointments to the editorial board of a journal or book series

Do not tell us about:
- Invitations to conferences that were not made to individually-named persons
- Awards or appointments made below regional level (e.g. within your university)
- Career progression (e.g. promotion)

- **Use of Facilities & Resources.**
  You can record details of your use of facilities in this section, for your personal use (for example for adding to your CV). Note that funding organisations have provided the following guidance for outputs you attribute to grants/awards.

  Your funders are interested in details of any shared facility or service, national or international research resource used to realise the outputs you are reporting against your funding awards/grants. The types of resource include tissue/DNA banks, patient cohorts, facilities such as high throughput sequencing hubs or proteomics services, bio banks etc.

  **Tell us about:**
  - Details of the USE of national or international services/facilities/centres
  - Funders promote the sharing of resources such as tissue or data, and the USE of such resources should be reported in this section

  Do not tell us about:
  - Research collaborations/partnerships (report these in the section called 'Collaborations & Partnerships')
  - Research materials that YOU have shared with others (report these in the section called ‘Research Materials (Tools, Methods and Databases)’)

- **Other Outputs & Knowledge/Future Steps.**
  You can record any outputs from your research in this section, for your personal use (for example for adding to your CV). Note that funding organisations have provided the following guidance for outputs you attribute to grants/awards.

  You may include information in this section that you feel is important to feed back to your funders about your research, or how this has been applied by others, which you cannot include in other sections of the form.

  Do not tell us about anything that you have already reported in other sections or that is not specific to the award you are reporting on.